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The Faces of Emotion: How Th~y Influence Health and Adaptive Capacity 
John B.Calhoun 

20 October 1989 

Note: This is a short, free-flowing, account of my research 
over the past three years. It is based on a more formal 
and detailed progress report completed 30 September 1989. 

Vertebrates such as humans or rats have a genetically anchored need for 
Par. functioning as if they were members of a closed group of 12 individuals. 

1 They also inhabit complex environments whose behavioral utilization effect
ively compartmentalizes the habitat into a few kinds of compartments. 
Behaviors of eight mean durations may occur in each compartment, but the 
behaviorial content of each mean duration behavioral state is generally 
compartment specific. Each of the eight mean duration behavioral states 
has a narrow range of the probability, 'p', of its starting given an ongoing 
state terminated. Similarly, each type of mean duration behavioral state 
is characterized by a limited variability in its probability, p', of 
terminating in each next unit of time,!_, once it had been initiated. 

The shortest type of motor behavioral state, one which in the rat rarely 
Par. lasts over 27 seconds, has the simple function of getting the rat to transfer 

2 settings, to shift from a "here'' to a"somewhere else." The individual is blind 
or amnesic to conditions along the way. Where it winds up is initially 
unrelated to its current motivations. If the individual is hungry,_ it may 
bypass items that might asuage its hunger. Only when the random p' · signal 
from the brain arises can the individual stop and respond to food objects 
that might be present. 

However, if a novel or threatening situation is encountered during one of 
Par. these "blind" shifts in location, the existence of this situation is immed-

3 iately perceived and the 'p", probability of initiation, of these very short 
duration locomotions approaches so nearly 1.0 as to place the individual in 
a state of nearly continuous ''blind" random walk. This can have the effect 
of avoidance or escape. If there is no further accentuation of the threat, 
i subsides to normal lef.i.s over an ensuing 3 to 4 hours. Later exposure to 

· the same situation reve:.is that some accommodation and adjustment has occurred; 
much less elevation of hyperactivity follows. 

The longer the average duration of a behavioral state, the less its 'p' probab
Par. ility of initiation is elevated upon exposure to a threatening situation. 

4 This applies to states characterized by alertness and motor activity. Reduc
tion in initiation of sleep compensates for elevated emotional hyperactivity. 
It is furthermore possible to determine the approximate maximum duration of 
each kind of behavioral state, at which point it is replaced by a longer 
duration behavioral state, another type of Beta. 
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Let E = the mean daily frequency count of the shorter mean duration 
Betas, the more !motionally loaded behavioral states . 

Let N = the mean daily frequency count of the next longer mean duration 
Betas, the ,-more Normal behavioral states. 
[N reflects a magnitude of motor activity that I have previously 
referred to a social velocity, or just velocity, V.] 

Then N/E measures emotional adjustment. eq. (1) 

Therefore, (N x N/E) = N2
/E = Adaptive Velocity, VA eq. (2) 

t.J...,o 
I have found it most convenient, and necessaryJ to useAtime scales (time categories) 
for measuring E and N: 

Time Bin width Duration in Minutes 
Category in minutes* 

E N 

02 

05 

0.05 0.05 to a.so 0.51 to 0.95 

0.80 0.01 to 0.80 0.81 to 7.20 

* Beta counts are posted in each of 20 Bins of 
equal width, but of successively longer mean 
duration. 

Our technology enabled obtaining large samples of E and N for all rat subjects 
Par. alive during each of 3 major phases of adult life. These ages were comparable 

7 to 18, 30, and 50 years of age for humans. Utilization of these counts of E and N 
in the two Time Categories above culminated in two measures of Adaptive Velocity , 
VA, by eq. (2) above: 

Par. 
8 

VA2 = !-motional Adaptive Velocity. 

VAS Loco-motional Adaptive Velocity 

They measure somewhat different aspects of behavioral differentiation, adaptive 
capacity, and competence in moving through physical, social, psychological, and 
conceptual space. 

The two measures of Adaptive Velocity can be given equal weight in developing 
an overall index of Adaptive Capacity: 

1/2 
(V A2 x VAS) 0-= VH = Health as Adaptive Capacity eq. (3) 

VH has been calculated for each rat subject for each of the 3 Periods of its 

adult life, On the average High VH ranking subjects are 2.5 times as healthy, 

as adaptive, as Low VH ranking ones. However VH must remain only a theoretical 

construct until further insight flows from detailed examination of our 
extremely large data bases of observed behavior and of independent measures 
of health for these rat\ subjects. 

Emphasis above has been on the "E"-factor, the role of emotion on health, 
Par. learning, and adaptation. As E varies, particularly on the basis of short-term 

9 temporal changes, so it is that N, the more normal or usual motor behavior, 
varies mostly in relation to the cumulative effect of the impact 
of the short-term changes in E, particularly those involving social contact. 
Each individual that finds an interaction unsatisfactory or frustrating tends 
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to reduce its motor activity and to avoid eliciting interaction when another 
approaches. As a consequence individuals come to vary in the "N"-factor, in 
velocity, V. The very form of an approaching dominant suffices to interrupt 
the ongoing behavioral state of a subordinate, to freeze it in a transient 
emotional state as assuredly as would follow an open attack. 

Both rodents and humans have many ways of direct or symbolic action that 
interrupt ongoing behaviorsl states, that have the effect of overt aggressive 
acts. However, there; is a moderately low level of N, VH and withdrawal that has 

potential survival value for the social ~ystem. Resultant fragments from 
interrupted traditional sequences may unknowingly fall together in new sequences 
that have real meaning under changed circumstances. The moderately withdrawn 
lower VH individuals can become a creative body of suffering servants. But 
even these may become lost under conditions of crowding, or other conditions 
whose consequences are similar to those produced by moderate 'degrees of 
crowding. 

As crowding develops the social system "attempts" to preserve small sets of 
higher ranked Nor VR individuals, the sets being in size of about half the 
optimum group size, he. 12/2 = 6! These are the individuals most qualified, 
most adapted, to preserve a traditional way of life, one that was consistent 
with unchanging historical conditions. All the remainder of the population 
find themselves in a situation where each individual becomes more nearly like 
that of it.s nearest associate as ranked by N or VH. All this eventually comes 
to a point where most individuals are so alike that identity differentiation 
no longer exists. Creativity disappears. 

Along the way toward universal autism there are three other types of individuals 
justifying attention. Firstly there are those subjects that are prone to 
expressing intense episodes of aggressive behavior. Such episodes characterized 
most that had been, or still were, individuals with high ranking VH scores, 
those best adapted to deal with emotion inducing changes in surrounding 
circumstances. Where a long time had been allowed to elapse prior to letting 
a new generation to develop, the sudden appearance of many 40 to 60 day old 
juveniles encroaching on their spatial and response prerogatives sequentially 
precipitated each more dominant male into a berserk episode in which each 
visciously attacked young, subordinate males, and adult females. After the 
blood bath subsided, the young so attacked became as the mice subjects in 
later studies who typified a state of universal autism. Similar high ranking 
male mice, in their later life, became "nippers" prone to attack others 
whenever there was some immediately preceding disturbance among nearby associates. 
These "nippers" would often hold on so strongly with their teeth that the 
attacked subject would have a piece of its hide torn loose in its struggle 
to escape. 

Furthermore, as crowding stress became more intense females would attack their 
own young and bite their tails sufficiently hard to break them. These pups 
became crooked tailed adults, who as pups were usually attacked after their 
eyes opened and after they had become furred, that is between 15 and 22 days 
of age, or comparable to 1.5 to · 2+ years of age for humans. These broken tailed 
individuals became members of the first cohort exhibiting universal autism. 

Often rats or mice were kept out of their normal habitat for several hours 
on days when surveys were conducted and their habitats cleaned. Females and 
their. young were usually returned first and allowed to settle down for a while 
before the. males were returned. At such time some males would remove 5 to 13 
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day old pups (whose eyes were still clos~d) from their home nest boxes and 
bite through the spinal cord just posterior to the cranium. This same type 
of killing, but exhibited more by females than by males, occurred among rats 
faced with an experimental requirement of learning an extremely difficult 
cooperative task. In this case the young were much older, 40 to 60 days of 
age. These adult rats did learn this very difficult task, just as they had 
earlier learned less difficult ones. As a result these rats which had learned 
how to learn cooperative behavior did over their lifetime exhibit much less 
of such abuse and killing of young than did members of a control population 
that never had the opportunity to learn cooperation. 

Mothers themselves, who are not yet capable of ooping with customary minor 
disturbances in their surroundings, are primarily responsible for the desertion 
and killing of their own young when they are most helpless, from 1 to 4 days 
of age. Mice and rats have an "in effect" sexual and social puberty between 
130 and 140 days of age (an age comparable to 13 to 14 years of age in humans). 
Crowding, which increases the proportion of vitamin A intake that is stored 
in the liver and circulated through the blood stream, or an elevation. of the level of 
vitamin A in the food consumed, interferes with cognitive function. When this 
happens adult males become less discriminate with regard to the age or sex 
of the target of their sexual advances. First conception gets pushed back 
from 120 to 44 days of age, and there is a similar decline in the age of young 
males~hat become the target of aggressive acts , 

There are two other types of VH rodents which deserve comment. One of these 
types is unusually hyperactfve in the N-factor of both E-motional and Loco
motional Adaptive Velocity, but their VA and VH scores indicated moderately 
good Adaptive Capacity. They were strange individuals, frequently barging in 
and interfering with the perks of more dominant individuals. They also escaped 
with less harm than might have been expected; perhaps because they were still 
perceived as juveniles, despite their adult size. In earlier studies I 
t~rmend these individuals "probers." Lastly there were those very low v

8 subjects, so inactive and unresponsive as not to be compatible · · with 
long survival. However, once the phase shift had occurred, and essentially 
all the younger individuals had lost capacity to relate effectively with 
associates, it was remarkable how very long these low VH subjects survived 
despite their very poor health. 

A word of caution: When all non- senescent members of a population have merged 
into the state of universal autism, VH no longer has meaning as an index of 
health and adaptive capacity. Since E approaches zero and N becomes a constant, 
VH must approach infinity, an absurdity which has real unreal meaning. 

The three measures (VA2 , VAS' and VH) relating to health as adaptive capacity 
now enable designs of aata analysis capable of revealing the origins and nuances 
of other life course variables. I hope most to gain further insight into why 
it is so essential for system function and surviva~for the system's members 
to be so varied in measures of health as adaptive capacity . Secondly, I hope 
to understand better how crowding or other system malfunction can so minimize 
the difference in differentiation among individuals as to cause a rapid , 
irreversible, phase shift into a state of universal autism, where all, or most, 
individuals are insufficiently capable or relating to associates or to ideas. 

The above summary reflects my conviction that understanding temporal and spatial 
aspects of behavior and social systems are prerequisite to understanding the 
meaning of changes in their content and function. 
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CHAl~T. If 0 Rotten Gotham-Sliding D01vn 
into the Behavioral Sink 
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In one major cxpcrimenc, an ethologist named John <:al- human eye, the pen did noc even look especially cr':>';&a_ 
houn put some domesticated white Norway rai:s in a pen But to the r-~rs, invas crowded beyond endurance. 
with four scetions to it, connected by ramps. Calhoun The entire colony was soon · plunged inro a profound 
knew from previous experiments that the raa tend ro split behavioral sink. Wfhc sink," said Calhoun, "is the outcome 
up into groups of ten ro twelve and that the pen, therefore, of any behavioral prOCCS$ that collcci:s aninuls together in 
would hold fony to forty-eight na comfonably, as.mming un11St1ally great numbers. The unhealthy connocarions of 

~l (Oi"'C they fonncd four equal groups. He allowed them to repro- the term arc not accidental: a behavioral sink docs act to 
L-<,I r f <.N e.\-1 , "'I duce until there were eighty nrs, aggravate all forms of pathology that can be found within 
~ agroup." 

See Calhoun, ··J.B. "A Behavioral Sink" pp 295-315 in Bliss, E.L. (Ed.) Roots 
of Behavior, Paul Roeber, New York, 1962. 
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OUTLOOK 
How Wall Street's Dea/makers Divide Up 
The Spoils-and Leave Us the Scraps 

. By Louil LcMmltein Stna1,u, OcTOm 2%._1989 

W ~~ ~~~a~somei§or:! 
called t1- are the 'IUt riches accmnuJa ·t11e lev
eraged-buyout linns and other middlemen whole merger
takeower deals had· propelled the 9t.ock market to new 
hip in recent months. But when the planned buyout of 
UAL. the parent company ot United Airlines, coilall'll!d 
the week before last-1)U[IJ became the financing banks 
tllougbt tbe upfront fees tbeJ were to have collected were 

not up to Ille uaia1 gilded ~the stock _mamt :-it into aback. 
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